












































One last thought ... 

Living our most creative lives means prioritizing our art. It means using 

a system to activate our own, true style, so we can bring our message 

to the world. 

In this training, I walk side-by-side with artists to help overcome 

blocks, fears, and obstacles to express our unique voices. 

Head over to the next video now! l 1m about to share a really powerful tool 

that helps you go even deeper to move past blocks so you can 

express your own style and message. 

Plus you 1 II hear the whole messy story about how I let go of blocks 

and fears to start living my most creative life (and yes, there were 

tears!) 

Creative blocks are very common. But l 1ve proven you can develop a 

prolific, inspiring, and fulfilling art practice despite the blocks we all 

face. 

It's going to be an uplifting journey. And now you 1ve taken the first 

step! 

Until next time, lots of love and creativity to you, 
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https://www.meghanoonaclifford.com/pages/my-creative-path-mini-training


I'm Meghan Oona Clifford, MFA 

founder of The Creative Path Workshop 

Over the last decade, I developed a formula for artists to really flourish, using 

specific exercises, prompts, and reflections to activate their true voice and 

style. 

My workshop helps artists find and express their unique message and vision. 

Since you're reading this, I'm guessing you're ready to take your art practice to 

the next level - and I have great news for you ... 

I have tons of tools to help! l 1 m passionate about teaching the most enjoyable 

ways to break through to the next level. 

In the next Creative Path mini-training video, I'll share how to clear your blocks, 

plus an opportunity for you to work with me to deepen your art practice. 

I look forward to helping you create your truest art to inspire the world! 

https://www.meghanoonaclifford.com/pages/my-creative-path-mini-training







